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STaTE-
MEnTS: 
on Linz’S
aCHiEVE-
MEntS anD 
proSpECtS

continuing along a 
promising path

Linz09 was a risk worth taking and it has paid 

off magnificently – for Linz, for Upper austria, 

for austria, for Europe. a programme for 365 

days that was colourful and varied and took 

into account the expectations of a wide range 

of visitors, from Linz, the region, and from 

abroad – that was the task we set ourselves 

for European capital of culture Year 2009. it 

would be disingenuous not to admit that we 

are delighted at the success, the resonance and 

the recognition the programme has earned 

us. Yet we feel that this success is due to our 

public more than to anyone or anything else. 

it was their curiosity and their unflagging 

enthusiasm that inspired us and motivated 

us never to settle for second best, and it is to 

this public that our first and most heartfelt 

thanks must go. 

For the time after 2009, the time that now lies 

ahead, it will be crucial for Linz to continue 

on the path it has made such progress on al-

ready. it must keep the curiosity alive; provide 

enough sustenance for it; make proactive use 

of the cultural engagement of the business 

sector and the civil society; and strengthen 

the city’s ties to Europe. if all this proves pos-

sible, the city is sure to reach the goal which 

we defined for the afterlife of culture capital: 

under these auspices Linz is bound sooner or 

later to become austria’s most interesting city. 

Martin Heller, 
Artistic Director Linz09

Walter Putschögl, 
Financial Director Linz09

Ulrich Fuchs, 
Deputy Artistic Director Linz09

Setting Stand-
ards for europe

Linz09 was a complete and unqualified suc-

cess. i am not aware of another project that 

has managed to keep comparable cultural 

fireworks in all fields of art going with such 

intensity over an entire year. The programme 

of Linz09 reflects Linz’s cultural climate and 

its openness to the world.

i have repeatedly had the opportunity during 

visits to other European countries to hear with 

what praise people speak about Linz09. in 

Brussels Linz09 is considered a great success 

story. There is a general feeling that a standard 

has been set which the culture capitals as of 

2010 will be measured by. 

Claudia Schmied,  
Minister of  Education, Arts and Culture

additional Momentum for 
the creative industries

Linz09 has shown art and culture in Upper 

austria in a new light. This manifests itself 

 visibly in the new long-term urban construc-

tion projects and, from a more analytical per-

spective, in the great content-related innova-

tions that Upper austria’s cultural institutions 

were largely instrumental in bringing about. 

What is crucial now is to nurture both the 

dynamic momentum and the boost to Linz’s 

reputation as a tourist destination that the city 

owes to Linz09 and to direct these energies 

towards establishing Upper austria by 2015 

as a home base for the creative industries.

Josef Pühringer, 
Governor of Upper Austria

a new  Perspective 
on the city

Linz has succeeded in presenting itself to a 

broad public as a modern, outgoing, lively Eu-

ropean capital of culture. 

What is particularly important in my view 

is that the Linzers themselves have experi-

enced their city in new ways and that they 

now see it in a new light. The Linzers have 

obviously gained in self-confidence, they take 

a new pride in their city and i feel confident 

that these feelings will continue beyond 2009 

and that future cultural developments will 

benefit from this. 

Franz Dobusch,  
Mayor of the City of Linz

Linz Plays Host 
to the World

Linz has, as they say these days, done its home-

work to prepare for the exceptional challenges 

associated with 2009. The construction of new 

projects and the adaptation of existing cultural 

infrastructure were an integral and decisive 

factor in this context. 

our partners in business, tourism and hos-

pitality have contributed significantly to the 

city’s ability to acquit itself brilliantly of its 

role of host to the world. 

in the coming years we must make sure that 

Linz’s cultural institutions are not merely 

ticking over but continue to offer outstand-

ing quality. in addition to this, the use of pub-

lic space as a venue for artistic and cultural 

events, which is authentic to the city, should 

be resorted to more frequently in future.

Erich Watzl,  
Vice Mayor of the City of Linz and 
Chairman of the Board of Linz09

© Nick Mangafas

Linz taking delight in the DIY animals of KLANGWOLKE
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„What is a Linz?“ once upon a time Wolfgang 

Fadi Dorninger was entitled to raise this ques-

tion on one of his samplers. in the meantime 

the question has become pointless, and Linz 

is no longer an unknown entity. 

Linz is the capital of the Federal Province of 

Upper austria. Population-wise its 190,000 

inhabitants make it austria’s third largest city 

after Vienna and graz. if you factor in greater 

Linz, the population figure rises to 250,000. 

The city offers jobs to approximately 200,000 

people, 90,000 of whom are commuters. The 

high proportion of commuters accounts for the 

congestion of Linz’s streets on weekdays. no 

other major city in austria compares with Linz 

with regard to the ratio between the number 

of residents and the number of jobs. 

Development 
Through industry

Situated on either side of the Danube, Linz is a 

city shaped by industry. its baroque city centre is 

still intact and features several important sacred 

buildings, including the cathedral of St Mary’s, 

austria’s largest church building. From the mid-

19th century onward the city became increas-

ingly industrialized. Today it is the centre of a 

cluster of clean and highly profitable industries. 

The first large-scale metal-working company 

dates back to 1840 when Linzer Schiffswerft, 

a major shipyard, started operations; shortly 

afterwards krauss, the german train-engine 

factory, followed. Linz was also important as 

a location of the textile industry. industrial 

and population growth went hand in hand. 

a dreamy country town in the 1850s with no 

more than 26,600 inhabitants, Linz had a total 

population of almost 50,000 only twenty years 

later. This kind of growth continued until the 

early 1970s. 

Linz’s Danube Port, which is situated on Eu-

rope’s most important waterway, the Rhine-

Main-Danube canal, is austria’s largest port 

and the largest port in the Danube’s upper reach. 

in 1934 Linz was the scene of the first act 

of armed resistance against fascism, which 

 occurred when the so-called Republika-

nischer Schutzbund, the paramilitary arm of 

the Social Democratic Workers’ Party, reacted 

to a house search of the Socialist party head-

quarters at the Hotel Schiff in Landstraße by 

the austrofascist Heimwehr. Events in Linz 

triggered the civil War, which was fought in 

several austrian cities in February 1934. 

Patenstadt des Führers

in the nazi era Linz settled into its role as Steel 

city. in 1938 the huge steelworks and arma-

ment factory “Reichswerke Hermann göring” 

was built in Linz’s southern precincts, neces-

sitating the razing of the village St Peter. The 

Reichswerke were to form the basis for VoEST 

and Linz’s chemical industry. Bindermichl, 

Spallerhof and neue Heimat, huge new de-

velopments, were built to house the tens of 

thousands of workers. nor was that the end of 

the story: Linz also harboured three satellite 

camps connected to nearby Mauthausen con-

centration camp, whose purpose was to supply 

the armament industry with forced labourers. 

1.
LinZ anD
UPPER 
aUSTRia:
tHE CitY anD 
itS SurrounD-
inG rEGionS

© Paul Kranzler
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Hitler, having chosen Linz, where he attended 

school, as the place to retire to in his old age, 

wanted to transform the city into a cultural 

metropolis adorned with monumental build-

ings and the world’s largest collection of art 

works. To make this happen, the nazis looted 

artworks from private collections and muse-

ums across Europe. in view of the advanced 

planning for the city’s transformation at the 

hands of the nazis it is fortunate that the only 

projects to be realised were the nibelungen-

brücke, the so-called Brückenkopfgebäude 

that close off Hauptplatz to the north and a 

spate of communal housing projects. 

Relaunch after the War 

after the War the influx of refugees further 

swelled Linz’s population to a degree that was 

only effectively dealt with in terms of urban 

planning and new infrastructure in the late 

1980s. in 1951, at a time when the city was still 

divided into a Soviet zone of occupation north 

of the Danube and a US american one, Linz 

already had as many as 185,000 inhabitants.

in 1966 the predecessor institution of today’s Jo-

hannes kepler University was founded, making 

Linz a university city at last. in the meantime 

it also boasts a University of art and industrial 

Design, the anton Bruckner Privatuniversität, 

the katholisch-Theologische Privatuniversität 

and two teacher training colleges.

Self-Healing

For decades Linz was burdened, both in austria 

and abroad, with the reputation of a dust-ridden, 

dull industrial city with proverbially bad air 

quality. as of the late 1970s the city started a 

self-healing therapy: it imposed strict emis-

sion limits on its industries on the one hand 

and embarked on an ambitious, well-informed 

course of cultural development. in 1974, when 

setting up residence in the ill-reputed old city 

centre was still considered an act of courage, 

the Brucknerhaus, designed by Heikki Sirén, 

opened its doors. The Upper austrian Bruck-

ner orchestra, which is closely associated with 

Brucknerhaus, has acquired a worldwide repu-

tation. Exhibitions such as forum metall (1977) 

and forum design (1980), both conceived at the 

University of art and industrial Design, caused 

a stir on an international level. 

1979 saw the first, visionary ars Electronica 

Festival, which, thirty years after its founda-

tion, has established itself as one of the most 

spectacular events worldwide in the field of 

digital arts and technologies. The Festival is 

closely linked to Linzer klangwolke, which, 

along with internationales Brucknerfest, is one 

of the fixtures on the cultural calendar each year. 

The culture of no 
one Left behind

The ars Electronica Festival served as conden-

sation point for Linz’s re-interpretation of the 

concept of culture. in view of the city’s location 

between Salzburg and Vienna, the people in 

charge of Linz’s positioning considered it inaus-

picious to attempt to mount a competition with 

these traditional bulwarks of bourgeois high 

culture, opting instead, in the sense of a culture 

of no one left behind, for more easily accessi-

ble versions of art and culture that stressed the 

elements of contemporaneity and experiment.

The city administration itself created Pflaster-

spektakel and LinzFest, two extremely suc-

cessful and popular international festival 

formats, while Stadtwerkstatt provided the 

alternative cultural scene with their own 

arena. Stadtwerkstatt and the culture centre 

kapu became the home of a vibrant musical 

scene, which turned Linz in the early 1980s 

into a mecca for fans of underground music. 

The “young guns” among Linz’s theatre enthu-

siasts founded Theater Phönix in 1989, which 

has established itself in the meantime as a 

respected medium-size independent theatre 

alongside the Landestheater Linz. independ-

ent activists of the culture scene initiated the 

Festival of Regions in 1993, which takes place 

as a movable feast at different venues across 

all of Upper austria every other year and of-

fers a region oriented programme of art and 

cultural practices. 

ars Electronica Festival has been comple-

mented with ars Electronica center as a “mu-

seum of the Future” and as a research institute. 

in 2002 children and young adults witnessed 

the start of the international theatre festival 

Schäxpir, which takes place every other year 

and offers contemporary theatre for children 

and young adults. in 2003 the city’s art collec-

tion found a new permanent home in the archi-

tecturally outstanding Lentos kunst museum 

Linz, the new nextdoor neighbour to Bruckner-

haus on the embankment of the Danube. To 

this highly varied fare Linz added in 2004 the 

crossing Europe Film Festival, which special-

izes in the best the young European cinema has 

to offer. a new music theatre is under construc-

tion at present and due to open in 2012.

To cut a long story short: Linz is a level-headed, 

pragmatic city and a prosperous business hub 

that has no intention of disowning its indus-

trial traditions. 

nearby attractions

The distances that separate Linz from un-

touched nature or from recreational areas close 

to nature are remarkably short for a city this size. 

in the same way a great number of regions of 

great scenic beauty and/or cultural interest can 

easily be reached from Linz. The precinct north 

of the Danube, Urfahr, that was made a part of 

Linz only in 1919, strictly speaking marks the 

beginning of the gently undulating, wooded 

Mühlviertel, from which the World Heritage 

Site eský krumlov is within easy reach.

St Florian with its famous monastery is practi-

cally around the corner from Linz, and Steyr, 

a town with a great heritage of historical in-

dustry and Linz’s twin in spirit in many ways, 

is also easily accessible. Salzkammergut with 

its numerous lakes and spectacular mountain 

scenery, which marks the northernmost end 

of the alpine range of mountains, is no farther 

than an hour by car or train. © Paul Kranzler

© Paul Kranzler
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The city’s culture department first evinced 

interest in Linz being nominated European 

capital of culture in the early 1990s, at a 

time when the concept of culture was already 

strongly in evidence in the city’s orientation 

and envisaged profile. 

To give itself the opportunity of a dry run and to 

create new international contacts and intensify 

existing ones Linz first applied for the title of a 

host city for the “European cultural Month” – a 

kind of little sister to the culture capital, which 

made it possible at that time also for cities out-

side the EU to present themselves in a European 

context. The five weeks of “European cultural 

Month” starting in September 1998 provided 

Linz with an opportunity to present a pronounc-

edly contemporary programme in which the 

city’s independent scene played a dominant part. 

an application, 
step by step

Two years previously, the city’s culture de-

partment had initiated an intensive, stepped 

process that was to lead to the formulation of 

an agenda of cultural development. in close 

cooperation with a great number of people 

involved in Linz’s cultural scene the culture 

department produced a comprehensive cata-

logue of goals and benchmarks for the develop-

ment of cultural life in Linz in future, which 

was presented and passed in 2000. among 

the goals it explicitly formulated was Linz’s 

nomination as European capital of culture. 

immediately afterwards a group of experts set-

tled down under the auspices of Linz kultur 

to preparing Linz’s application. This process 

involved office holders in the institutions both 

of the Province of Upper austria and the city 

of Linz on the one hand and independent art-

ists and other actors in the field of culture on 

the other. 

in May 2005 the title was officially awarded 

to Linz by the European Union. in the end 

Linz turned out to be the only austrian city 

to have applied. 

building an 
organisation

in its choice of artistic Director of European 

capital of culture Linz 2009, the city of Linz 

opted for a candidate from abroad, the Swiss cul-

tural entrepreneur Martin Heller, who brought 

not only the experience of a former museum 

director to bear on the task but also that of ar-

tistic Director of the Swiss national exhibition, 

Expo.02, and of Bremen’s application for the 

2010 title. Walter Putschögl, who had held a 

leading position in oÖ Tourismus until then, 

was appointed as Financial Director. They be-

gan their work in September/october 2005. 

Ulrich Fuchs, a literary scholar, who had also 

been involved in Bremen’s application for the 

title of culture capital, joined the team in De-

cember 2005 as Deputy artistic Director and 

Head of Programme Development. 

Shortly before the official award ceremony on 

May 11, 2005, the Linz 2009 kulturhauptstadt 

Europas organisationsgmbH was founded on 

april 26, 2005 and endowed with the  necessary 

2. 
SaY LinZ, 
SaY cHangE:  
tHE roaD 
to EuropEan 
CapitaL of 
CuLturE

© Paul Kranzler
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financial means by the Republic, the Province of 

Upper austria and the city of Linz. The agenda 

of this corporation included a great number of 

major tasks, such as the development, planning 

and realisation of the programme (including 

the outsourcing of parts of this process to third 

parties); marketing; budgeting; directing the 

collaboration with all co-organisers and rel-

evant bodies; and the fusion of the structures 

created by the culture capital with those of the 

regular Linz cultural scene in 2010. 

at the top of the gmbH’s pyramid Heller was 

solely in charge of artistic content; the manage-

ment directorate was accountable to its board 

of governors, which consisted of 13 members, 

in legal and administrative matters. 

The fact that the artistic directorate consisted 

of people with no prior connection to Linz 

enabled a fresh perspective on the city and 

unbiased assessments. a phase of in-depth 

analysis resulted in a Mission Statement for 

the culture capital project that is seen in ret-

rospect to have already been largely identical 

with what was actually achieved. 

The artistic Mission

The Mission Statement consisted of seven 

propositions that can be summed up as follows: 

1. Linz09 represents austria on the European 

stage. This is why it must be open both to in-

ternational artists and to visitors from across 

Europe. 

2. The people involved in Linz’s cultural scene 

are asked to redouble their efforts in 2009.

3. Linz09’s programme is to take into account 

the dimensions, issues and topics of cultural 

development in Europe to broaden Linz’s 

horizon. 

4. it is of great importance not to lose sight 

of the characteristic features of Linz and the 

regions surrounding it: Linz in its present 

incarnation is a technology and knowledge 

based industrial city located in the heart of 

Europe, which takes culture and the culture 

industries equally serious.  

5. in terms of thematic content the programme 

of culture capital Year will embrace the great-

est possible degree of openness.

6. The programme must be given the chance to 

develop at its own pace, step by step, in a proc-

ess open to suggestions of all kinds, against the 

background of a clearly perceptible framework 

that allows a great deal of manoeuvring room. 

7. The city of Linz and the Province of Upper 

austria have tackled intensely the national 

Socialist era over the past years, have come 

to terms with their part in this past and have 

accepted responsibility for it. in view of the 

significance of that period of history and of the 

role that Linz played in it, the nazi era will be 

a thematic focus of the culture capital Year. 

The requirements

The city’s location on a map of austria’s cul-

tural geography between the two dominant 

cultural centres, Vienna and Salzburg, was 

interpreted by the artistic directors as call-

ing for a strategy that assigned top priority to 

the greatest possible degree of artistic free-

dom. For this purpose the artistic directorate 

coopted two additional experts in a process 

of targeted recruitment.

in the area of music the Linz composer Peter 

androsch and his team developed, among other 

things, the HÖRSTaDT project, which aims to 

turn the acoustic environment into a political 

issue. in the area of the performing arts, airan 

Berg, the one-time director of Schauspielhaus 

Wien, created a festival format that was new for 

Linz, combining well-known with less well-

known productions. The conception of all other 

projects, subsumed under “Projects”, was in 

the hands of Ulrich Fuchs and Martin Heller.

The contractually agreed basic funding for 

Linz 2009 kulturhauptstadt Europas organi-

sationsgmbH was 61.5 million euro, covering 

the entire duration of the project from 2005 to 

2010. The main partner organisations were the 

city of Linz, the Province of Upper austria, 

the Republic of austria (Ministry of Educa-

tion, arts and culture), which contributed 20 

million euros each, and the European Union, 

which contributed 1.5 million euro. addi-

tional sponsoring added 10.5 million euro to 

Linz09’s budget and ticketing and merchan-

dising accounted for another 1.8 million.

More than 60 % of the total budget went into 

the realisation of the programme, roughly 19 % 

were earmarked for communication and for 

the marketing of the project as a whole. 

For marketing purposes a radius of 300 kilome-

tres around Linz defined the focus area, which 

therefore included Vienna and its environs, the 

czech Republic and Bavaria. in 2008 the Euro-

pean Soccer cup and major cultural events on 

a European scale, such as the Venice Biennale 

of architecture, provided numerous opportuni-

ties for targeted PR measures for Linz09. 

 

European capital of culture Year provided the 

city of Linz with the opportunity for a relaunch, 

under a new motto that came to replace the 

rather time-worn “Linz – Eine Stadt lebt auf” 

(Linz – a city Being given a new Lease of Life): 

“as European capital of culture, Linz is all 

about what makes a difference. a difference 

compared to the rest of austria, but also to 

the dark times, to the Linz of yesterday; and 

to other cultural events. The motto consists of 

two words that automatically coopt all Linzers 

as co-organisers. That build expectations and 

suspense in the minds of visitors with regard 

to Linz09. and that self-confidently signal 

the energetic development of the city: Linz. 

verändert,” (Say Linz. Say change).

© Paul Kranzler

© Paul Kranzler

December 2009Revenue expenditure

Total revenue 68,676,000 EUR

Republic of austria 29.12 %
Province of Upper austria 29.12 %
city of Linz 29.12 %
Sponsoring 5.88 %
EU 2.18 %
Ticketing 1.66 %
Project supporters 1.29 %
Merchandising 0.72 %
other 0.61 %
Exploitation of rights, etc. 0.29 %

Total expenditure 68,676,000 EUR

Programme 61.71 %
Marketing 19.40 %
Personnel 12.24 %
Material expenditure and 
operating expenses

4.56 %

capital reserve 1.17 %
investment 0.91 %
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Thanks to a clearly defined concept and its 

forceful realisation, Linz09 managed to put 

together a coalition of different occupational 

groups and individuals in preparation for the 

time when the city was to play the role of host 

in culture capital Year. 

as opposed to the almost habitual frictions 

and misunderstandings between people from 

the cultural sector on one hand and those 

involved in tourism on the other, Linz09 

and the Tourist Board Linz, with its direc-

tor georg Steiner and its chairman Manfred 

grubauer, immediately embarked on a course 

of close and successful cooperation, which 

manifested itself in mutually complementary 

activities and in the joint operation of the 

Linz09 infocenter. The infocenter supplied 

tourist information and served at the same 

time as a one-stop service centre for all mat-

ters related to Linz09. 

This collaboration, which was marked on the 

part of the Tourist Board by a committed and 

respectful attitude towards the cultural pro-

gramme, involved regular informative meet-

ings for the staff of the participating hotels’ 

service chains, Linz’s taxi drivers and the staff 

of the city’s culture and leisure industry. For 

the dissemination of information Linz09 was 

able in turn to make use of the great number 

of platforms and structures established for the 

purpose by the tourist industry. 

initiatives such as the Hotspots, a loose asso-

ciation formed by 60 catering trade businesses 

striving to improve their standard, are as much 

part of the success story of culture tourism as 

the achievement of the austria guides, who 

developed a new type of guided city tour at-

tuned to the cultural programme of Linz09. 

all these elements made the message of Linz09 

uniquely accessible to visitors from abroad 

and they kept coming in great number. The 

Linzers reacted to this unexpected influx, 

with its attendant linguistic plurality, with 

a mixture of astonishment and pride. Linz’s 

hoteliers too had done their homework to rise 

to the extraordinary occasion and Linz’s hotel 

landscape presented itself not only markedly 

improved in 2009 in terms of quality but also 

second to none in terms of value for money. 

Putting communication  
to effective Use

This success is based not only on the Linz09 

card developed by the Tourist Board in con-

junction with Linz09, which proved a magical 

tool in the way it helped visitors structure 

their stay, and on the skilfully compiled pack-

ages but also on a novel structure of tourism 

related communication strategies that sought 

to attract potential visitors on four different 

levels. collaborating in a targeted manner 

with the tourist industry, this novel structure 

combined traditional destination marketing 

with the promotion of a city in the midst of a 

makeover and a relaunch and marketing strat-

egies based on scenes or subcultures and on 

existing relationships. 

Scene related marketing is predicated, in 2009 

and thereafter, on the attempt to attract visi-

tors who are considering – or may be made 

3. 
LinZ PLaY-
ing HoST 
To EURoPE:
prEparationS 
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to consider – Linz as a holiday destination 

because of certain themes. 

Through relationship oriented marketing Linz 

sought to activate for tourism related purposes 

the wealth of contacts and connections that ex-

ist on individual, institutional, organisational 

and business levels, linking Linz almost ef-

fortlessly to the rest of the world. it is enough 

here to note that the headquarters of several 

world market leaders are in Linz as are those 

of a large number of businesses that compete 

successfully on a global scale. 

acting on the knowledge of how effective word 

of mouth communication can be, Upper aus-

tria’s governor, Josef Pühringer, and Linz’s 

mayor, Franz Dobusch, issued an invitation, 

together with the Tourist Board and Linz09, 

to the representatives of these internation-

ally active setups to assume the role of am-

bassadors of Linz. a brochure was issued in 

april 2008 entitled “Linz, Botschafter” (Linz, 

ambassador), which presented the European 

capital of culture 2009 with its specific mes-

sages and profiles. all ambassadors were asked 

to make use of any opportunity, both before 

and throughout 2009, to encourage visitors to 

come to Linz and to deploy any communica-

tion measures that might spread the word on 

the culture capital. Suitable occasions ranged 

from meetings of the boards of governors to an-

nual general meetings, company or customer 

events and school reunions. The Tourist Board 

provided backup in the form of planning, real-

ising and delivering the required information 

material. 

a brilliant Success

More than two million day visits and an in-

crease of 9.5 % in the number of overnight 

stays document the success of Linz09 and the 

ease with which culture capital Year was able 

not only to weather the present economic crisis 

with regard to the federal province and the 

capital but to come through with colours flying.

From the point of view of the tourist industry, 

culture capital Year set Linz on a track that 

ran counter to the general trend observable in 

the other provincial capitals. Linz’s increase in 

overnight stays in 2009 is in striking contrast 

to the drop in demand in innsbruck, Vienna, 

Salzburg und graz.

The greatest increase in visitors who stayed 

overnight was observable market-wise with 

regard to Switzerland (+28 %), the czech Re-

public (+28 %), austria (+19.9 %), germany 

(+15.6 %) and italy (+4.7 %); the overnight stays 

of business travellers from the USa, china, 

the Uk or Russia slumped in the wake of the 

economic crisis.

© Paul Kranzler

© Andreas Kepplinger
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The close ties between the business sector 

and the culture capital were reflected in the 

budget of Linz09. Business sponsoring was 

worth the equivalent roughly of 10 million 

euros, 6.5 million of which took the form of 

in-kind sponsoring.

Four categories of sponsoring with different 

profiles as to fees paid and rewards reaped 

made it possible for a large number of busi-

nesses to enter into sponsoring partnerships: 

-  1.5 million euro were contributed by the 

Top club partners Linz ag, oRF, ÖBB, 

Raiffeisen Landesbank oberösterreich and 

voestalpine ag. 

-  The Premium club had 12 members: Bank 

austria, blue danube airport linz, Brau Un-

ion Österreich ag, Energie ag oberöster-

reich, generali, Heinz Hochstetter gmbH, 

oberösterreichische nachrichten, oMV 

ag, Pappas Linz, Siemens Logo, Sparkasse 

oberösterreich und Tips. 

-  4 club and 39 Member partners rounded off 

the network of Linz09’s business partners.

Hospitality is not Some-
thing You’re born With 

The Hospitality Programme “wir09”, devel-

oped by Linz09 in collaboration with Upper 

austria’s chamber of commerce, aimed to 

improve the quality of service in all kinds 

of businesses and to boost motivation and 

competence in all kinds of hospitality related 

contexts. 

To enable Linzers to cope when they were 

privately accosted in the street by a foreigner 

4. 
nEW 
PaRTnERSHiPS: 
CuLturE anD 
BuSinESS
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SCHAURAUSCH in the old city centre, 2007: Büchersturz by Alicia Martín
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requesting some kind of information or when 

they found themselves in the same situation 

as shop assistants or employees in a restau-

rant, hotel or in some other service enterprise, 

Linz09 and Upper austria’s Economic cham-

ber published a First aid phrase book. it con-

tained the words and phrases most frequently 

used in directing somebody in English, czech, 

Slovenian, Hungarian, italian, Polish, French, 

Dutch and Spanish.

in addition to countless one-on-one conversa-

tions, a host of workshops for businesses were 

put on to introduce the programme formats 

of Linz09 and various participatory schemes 

related to them. Many businesses took part 

by joining the city’s relationship marketing 

offensive as ambassadors. others organised 

trips to Linz09 events as an alternative to 

more traditional outings involving staff and/

or customers. Many businesses spread the 

word on culture capital by making it part of 

their everyday communication output: they 

added an appropriate additional line to their 

e-mail addresses or an informative attachment 

to their mail or to their flyers at trade fairs 

etc. or included relevant information in their 

websites. 

Particularly noteworthy was the contribu-

tion of the Rotary clubs Linz und Umgebung, 

whose members organised art exhibitions and 

events in business facilities throughout 2009 

as part of kUnST FLoW, a project they had 

initiated and realised on their own.

The top principle in all hospitality activi-

ties was completely voluntary participation, 

the top goal was the improvement of service 

quality. The core area that the efforts under 

this heading focused on was a hypothetical 

“visitors’ corridor” where the majority of the 

culture capital venues and of the hotels, res-

taurants and shops were located. 

culture gives busi-
ness a Hand Up 

The Hospitality process involved occupa-

tional groups such as taxi drivers, hotel and 

restaurant staff, security personnel and shop 

assistants. in all probability it has resulted in a 

long-lived improvement of service competence 

and in many Linzers becoming thoroughly 

familiar with the project of the European capi-

tal of culture, which will prove a great boon 

as regards the future significance of culture 

in Linz.

For the local business community, the culture 

capital, with its more than two million day 

visitors and the investments that were made 

in the construction and other sectors in the 

runup to Linz09, served, particularly when 

seen in the context of the worldwide down-

turn, as an economic stimulus package from 

which the city and the region stand to benefit 

for the foreseeable future.

© Paul Kranzler

© Paul Kranzler
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The new Ars Electronica Center designed by Treusch Architecture

For a great project such as culture capital Year 

to be in the making for quite some time is in the 

nature of things. in Linz too investments were 

not merely of an intellectual or artistic kind 

but involved significant construction work. 

in the runup to 2009 the city was dotted with 

building sites. 

Flagship buildings

Wissensturm Linz, the new home of the city 

Library and Linz’s Volkshochschule, the 

adult Education centre; Terminal Tower, the 

new seat of the Linz branch of the Ministry 

of Finance and the Pension Fund; the new 

headquarters of Energie ag; and the in-depth 

adaptation of the headquarters of Upper aus-

tria’s Labour chamber have made a significant 

contribution to the rehabilitation and attrac-

tivity of the precinct that used to be dominated 

by the railway station. 

on the north embankment of the Danube the 

revamped ars Electronica center rises in its 

new glory. a generously dimensioned and styl-

ish annex has redefined the space between 

aEc, Stadtwerkstatt and the parish church 

of Urfahr on the one hand and the Danube 

on the other.

The new South Wing of Schlossmuseum Linz, 

which towers above the old part of the city, 

must be considered one of the most interesting 

architectural achievements of recent years in 

the city. With the building’s old substance it 

maintains an interesting dialogue, which al-

ternates between agreement and contradiction. 

The international studio house aTELiERHaUS 

SaLZaMT in obere Donaulände, the product 

of a painstaking renovation of the ancient Salt 

authority, was opened in summer 2009 and 

offers both local artists and artists from abroad 

residential and studio facilities for a limited 

time plus the opportunity to show their works 

in an exhibition organised on the spot. 

Upgrading the  Urban 
infrastructure 

after its thorough makeover the Promenade 

in the heart of Linz again invites people to go 

for a stroll. What traffic there is, has mostly 

been moved underground and is stationary. 

Pavements were widened considerably but not 

at the expense of the greenery in front of the 

Landhaus – on the contrary: more than ever 

this area invites passers-by to relax. 

5. 
nEW URBan 
QUaLiTiES: 
uSinG 
BuiLDinGS 
aS BuiLD-
inG BLoCKS
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Relax in style at the Promenade
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at ok offenes kulturhaus oÖ the makeover 

of the lobby has provided the building with a 

new interface for outside and inside to get to 

terms with each other. it has also found an el-

egant solution for how visitors make their way 

from the Moviemento cinema in the basement 

to the exhibition areas upstairs. The ever busy 

Solaris is a most welcome addition to the city’s 

restaurant scence. The square in front of the 

house, which had been deliberately styled as 

waste land for a long time, can now be put to 

multiple use and invites people to linger. The 

province’s cultural centre Ursulinenhof now 

features the art collection and Upper austria’s 

Landesbibliothek off Schillerpark shines in 

new splendour.

Pöstlingbergbahn, the adhesion railway that 

connects the city with Pöstlingberg in the 

north, now takes people there directly from 

Hauptplatz. 

austria’s largest church, St Mary’s, has also 

had its immediate surroundings put in order. 

The open space around it has now truly come 

into its own and is bordered towards Herren-

gasse by the stylish Domhotel and by attractive 

restaurants. 

The Danube: an Ur-
ban nature Resort 

Parts of the Danube embankment have been 

upgraded in terms of their potential as relaxa-

tion areas. The sculpture park on the south 

bank, one of the most popular green spots in 

the city, has been equipped with a sophisti-

cated lighting system. a shingle bathing beach 

has been created near Winterhafen, which is 

a welcome addition for sunseekers and water 

rats to the bathing beach on the opposite bank 

a bit further upstream, which was fashioned 

by nature herself during the last flood.

Above: Domplatz showing off its urban flair
Left: International studio house, the latest variation on the 
theme that life is best when lived with a pinch of art

The Schlossmuseum’s South Wing, designed by HoG Architektur

The Pöstlingbergbahn now departs from the Hauptplatz

© Paul Kranzler
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When the artistic directorate and the ini-

tially small project team started their work 

in January 2006, Linz kultur had already 

received around 200 proposals for projects. 

it remained possible until mid-2008 to hand 

in ideas and projects informally and with a 

minimum of red tape. This resulted in around 

2,000 projected ideas being proposed to Linz 

2009 gmbH.

For projects that had successfully passed 

the hurdle of a first evaluation a more de-

tailed concept was required. at the next stage 

Linz09 commissioned the authors to present 

a feasibility study, called a pre-project, for 

which a fee became due. The pre-projects 

were subjected to scrutiny over several 

months in a process that included checks of 

all the elements crucial for realisation – con-

tent, production, communication, potential 

collaborations, etc. 

in the years 2006 to 2008 roughly 150 pre-

projects were commissioned. These served 

a double purpose: on one hand they made 

it possible at an early stage to clarify un-

certainties regarding content and technical 

realisation, on the other they provided an 

opportunity to subsidise artists from the local 

cultural scene, who, in comparable situations, 

are all too often expected to provide such 

concepts and studies for free. 

getting Fired Up

The Linz09 programme was off to a start as 

early as 2006 with a clutch of small-scale 

projects. a series of debates entitled HEaD-

STanD addressed a wide range of topics re-

lated to the culture capital and EScaPaDES 

integrated existing event formats into this 

reflection process. The question “is Linz 

beautiful?” directed attention to the aesthetic 

qualities of an industrial city. 

2007 saw the first seminal projects. The LinZ 

EURoPa ToUR was off on the first leg of its 

journeys, which took Upper austrian world 

music star Hubert von goisern as culture 

capital ambassador of culture all the way 

from Linz to the Black Sea on a floating stage. 

a year later the second leg followed, this time 

to the north Sea. Every now and then Hubert 

and his band would stop off for a concert with 

local musicians. another great project in 2007 

was LinZ TEXaS, which highlighted Linz’s 

characteristics through a series of compari-

sons with other cities. The exhibition was 

shown in Vienna, graz and Berlin.

ok offenes kulturhaus oÖ put the first two 

parts of its trilogy aRTS inTo THE ciTY!! 

on display by staging art exhibitions in 

shop windows (ScHaURaUScH, 2007) and 

in cellars and wartime bunkers and mines 

(TiEFEnRaUScH, 2008) before launching 

the spectacularly successful finale, HÖHEn-

RaUScH, in 2009, which zoomed in on Linz’s 

rooftop level. 

key Topic contem-
porary History

The subsequently much discussed exhibi-

tions “THE FUEHRER’S caPiTaL oF cUL-

TURE” (Schlossmuseum) and PoLiTicaL 

6. 
BETWEEn 
06 anD 10: 
tHE pro-
GraMME

Summer and high drama in the Skate Park

© Reinhard Winkler
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ScULPTURE (Landesgalerie) opened in au-

tumn 2008. The decision to launch these two 

exhibitions before the beginning of culture 

capital Year proved correct for two reasons. 

it made it possible for the difficult topic of the 

first exhibition to trigger an intensive debate 

prior to the opening and for the opening to 

be celebrated in a relatively carefree mood. 

Secondly, the first great contemporary his-

tory projects ensured for the culture capital 

Linz a great deal of media attention. With 

the sole exception of the anglophone yellow 

press, the media echo was extremely positive. 

The determination of the city to tackle this 

difficult chapter of its past met with a great 

deal of appreciation. 

open 365 Days a Year

The sense of anticipation reached its climax 

during advent 2008, immediately before 

the actual opening of culture capital Year. 

RUHEPoL cEnTRaLkino, one of the cul-

ture capital’s two oases of quiet, was opened 

as part of the rollout phase of the HÖRSTaDT 

campaign against imposed noise. The daily 

ToWER MUSic and THE HERMiT in THE 

ToWER came on stream at the first advent 

weekend. 

“Whenever you happen to be in Linz in 

2009, you will always find plenty of excit-

ing projects on offer”, was the goal that gov-

erned programme planning. as opposed 

to culture capitals of the past, which had 

based their planning on different seasons, 

the programme for Linz09 was conceived for 

the entire year. This decision was validated 

particularly by the local population. Even 

during the periods that are normally char-

acterised as slack in terms of city tourism 

(January, February, March and november) 

there was no slump in the attendance figures 

for Linz09 projects. The inauguration of the 

new ars Electronica center, the opening of 

the exhibition BEST oF aUSTRia at Lentos 

kunstmuseum with its self-ironic allure, the 

lunchtime readings at the StifterHaus and 

the exceedingly popular science mediation 

Left: WHAT YOU REALLY NEED in Wels
Centre: PURIMSPIL at the Cembran Keller
Below: Contemporary dance on the AEC deck

A musical CIRCUS of a special kind

Private Moon on a flying visit to Linz 
at the time of HÖHENRAUSCH

BELLEVUE Talk Show at the Yellow House in Bindermichl

“They’re back in town!”: PFLASTERSPEKTAKEL 2009 BRAUHAUS at the Architekturforum KINDERPUNKT09: Refuelling point for families

© Andreas Kepplinger© Berufsfotografen Österreichs © Kurt Groh

© Medien Kultur Haus Wels © Nick Mangafas

© Pieter van der Pue

© Miklos Boros

© Alex Davies

© Alex Davies
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programme of kEPLER SaLon made Linzers 

soon get into their stride in dealing with ex-

citing new topics. 

The give and Take 
of Participation

intensive communication both through 

Linz09’s own media and the more traditional 

ones contributed to the broad acceptance of 

Linz09 as did the great number of partici-

pative projects that involved all age groups. 

Mention needs to be made here above all of 

kLangWoLkE, the school project i LikE 

To MoVE iT MoVE iT with its many mov-

ing – in the literal sense – dance and theatre 

workshops and the ideas that were realised 

in the project in which the city’s different 

neighbourhoods took monthly turns, kUL-

TURHaUPTSTaDTTEiL DES MonaTS. and 

of BELLEVUE, of course, the canary yellow 

temporary cultural centre perched on the 

roofed-over motorway in the working class 

neighbourhood Bindermichl, which was 

open to everyone. 

Programme planning in the end put more 

emphasis than had originally been foreseen 

on one specific strong point of Linz’s cultural 

scene: staging art and culture in the city’s 

public space. nearly all the traditional gen-

res – music, the performing arts, literature, the 

visual arts – and projects in the fields of history, 

local culture, migration, ecology and sports 

made intensive use of public space, which 

enabled them to meet their audiences half-way. 

The Twin: Vilnius

The collaboration with Vilnius, the twin 

European capital of culture 2009, remained 

largely unaffected by the change in Vilnius’s 

artistic directorate and by the slashing of its 

budget and was helped, despite these unto-

ward circumstances, by complete mutual 

trust. The artistic directors of the two culture 

capitals agreed that they would not attempt 

to implement any “top-down” projects and 

that collaboration would be up to the relevant 

cultural institutions on both sides. Several 

cooperative ventures and exchange projects 

were realised, e.g. by Landesmuseum and its 

counterpart in Vilnius, and in the fields of 

music and literature. The European Youth 

Soccer cup YES09 featured a team from Vil-

nius. in addition to this a regular exchange 

of experiences and opinions was kept up be-

tween the two organisation teams. 

Above: The quest for the ILL RABBIT
Left: I LIKE TO MOVE IT MOVE IT 
in 90 Upper Austrian schools

Left: PIXEL HOTEL: Bed down in comfort in 
rather unlikely places across the city
Centre: UNTER UNS tapped the Brückenkopf 
 buildings for evidence of a bygone era 
Below: 500 beasts trying to stay ahead of the Flood at the KLANGWOLKE

A daily dose of TOWER MUSIC adminis-
tered from the steeple of the parish church 

KEPLER SALON: Knowledge mediation in what used to be Kepler’s house

© Nick Mangafas
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a significant proportion of Linz09’s activities 

were devoted to the collaboration with differ-

ent kinds of partners and to their network-

ing. This resulted in a dense web of relations 

between a great number of actors located on 

different levels in the cultural scence and in 

tourism, the economy and politics. 

it was not just the Linz09 programme as such 

that profited from this. The mere fact that the 

cultural institutions and their programmes 

that predated 2009 were communicated and 

marketed alongside the culture capital’s pro-

gramme has effectively boosted their name 

recognition and visibility for a long time to 

come.

Making  boundaries 
Disappear

The cooperation with the city and the prov-

ince plus their institutions, which the culture 

capital cultivated according to its contractual 

obligations, produced a great number of syner-

getic effects. That the city is now, in defiance 

of lines of political demarcation and power, 

experienced as the hub of a prosperous region 

is a state of affairs that is well worth preserving. 

The Triennale Linz 1.0 for contemporary art 

from austria, which is jointly being planned 

by Lentos kunstmuseum Linz, Landesgalerie 

Linz and ok offenes kulturhaus oÖ for 2010, 

is a first representative opportunity in this 

respect.

The necessity to adapt the products and serv-

ices of the tourist industry to a supraregional 

cultural public brought about a shakeup in the 

hotel and catering market, which had in the 

past been focused on business travellers. The 

PiXEL HoTEL, a multi-award winning new 

concept based on attractive, highly original 

accommodation units dispersed all over the 

old city centre that will remain operational 

beyond 2009, is evidence of this. The fact that 

the Tourism Board Linz has now established 

itself as a competent partner for Linzers in 

need of information regarding their own city 

is proof of this new awareness and of new 

possibilities.

This is a basis that augurs well for the future. 

2009 was an exceptional year for Linz in every 

way. What the city has learnt in that year needs 

to be cultivated and and given a chance to de-

velop. a great deal has proved to be practicable 

that would have been rejected as impossible 

prior to 2009: for instance, joint ticketing for 

culture and tourism, far-reaching and effec-

tive marketing measures and the establish-

ment of international press contacts. all this 

has defined benchmarks that will prove useful 

in future, even if preconditions after 2009 will 

be different. 

Rewards and 
expectations

Linz and Upper austria have jointly provided 

338 million euro for cultural infrastructure 

projects. The construction of the Music Thea-

tre was begun in 2009. investing in culture in 

the context of Linz09 has paid a huge dividend 

in this time of economic crisis. it is owing 

to this investment that there is now a new 

must-see city between Vienna and Salzburg, 

7. 
ToWaRDS nEW 
HoRiZonS:
Linz taKES 
StoCK anD 
MoVES on
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Above: The AKUSTIKON’s hear-it-all ear trumpets 
Below: The weekly effort to get the world back on a more even keel 
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which strikes out in a direction that is entirely 

its own and which successfully defends the 

economic vantage point it has gained. The 

programme devised by Linz 2009 capital of 

culture has not only revitalised the cultural 

debate in Linz for a long time to come and has 

significantly improved the status of culture 

in the city, it has also challenged in a produc-

tive manner the public’s templates of experi-

ence and their attitudes. This challenge has 

bequeathed a legacy to the people involved 

in Linz’s cultural scene in the form of raised 

expectations: What is there, after 2009, for us 

to see, to hear, to experience and to learn in 

the city’s cultural institutions?

appetite For More

The post-2009 agenda includes several impor-

tant tasks that are already clearly discernible 

today. one of them is making sure that HÖRS-

TaDT, a project that has received a great deal 

of acclaim and is unique in Europe, and the 

akUSTikon in the heart of Linz, its head-

quarters, continue to be adequately funded. 

another task is to translate the experiences 

Linz has made with more ephemeral projects, 

such as HÖHEnRaUScH, cULTURE caPi-

TaL nEigHBoURHooD oF THE MonTH 

and BELLEVUE into comparable new projects. 

The kEPLER SaLon will continue in the post-

2009 era to offer evenings of knowledge media-

tion. Most important of all is the formulation of 

scenarios and formats of cultural policies that 

are relevant to the future. it is also indispen-

sable to ensure that Linz is firmly positioned  

on the map of European city tourism. 

The newly forged alliances, the self-confidence 

that culture capital Year has helped to in-

spire in the city, Linz’s newly found place in 

the international tourism and culture market, 

the boost in quality that is discernible in the 

fields of hospitality and in cultural everyday 

life, the countless positive experiences and 

memories that are the legacy of 2009, that most 

exceptional year: all this will shape Linz for 

a long time to come. 

© Alex Davies
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The communication concept of Linz09 was 

based on a fact that had indeed been one of 

the preconditions for its application for the 

nomination: Linz had made a name for itself 

as a modern, dynamic city of industry and 

technology. This enabled Linz09 to play off 

Linz’s energetic, youthful values against the 

traditional, internationally accepted but ob-

solescent clichés of austria. With reference 

to the city itself, communication aimed to 

give Linzers a chance to rediscover their in-

dependent spirit and their self-confidence in 

order to make them look forward with pleas-

ure to their role as hosts and hostesses and as 

co-performers on the stages of Linz09.

The stable relationship between industry, 

culture and nature, which was considered 

as something along the lines of a unique sell-

ing proposition, provided the basis for the 

city’s explicit positioning in marketing terms. 

For the purposes of communication, the two 

agencies, Buchegger, Denoth, Feichtner and 

Haslinger, keck, that supported Linz09 from 

the beginnings to the grand finale, outlined 

as a background for all statements on Linz 

the “Big Picture”, which is predicated on the 

following premises: 

8. 
FacE VaLUE:
tHE EGG of 
tHE CuLturE 
CapitaL

© Linz09

cULTURe inDUSTRY naTURe
Linz is real time. Linz is expansion. Linz is fresh air.

Linz is maneouvring room. Linz is working day. Linz is Danube.

Linz is crossing Europe. Linz is a future lab. Linz is soil contact.

Linz is mastery. Linz is speed. Linz is greenery.

Linz is an interface. Linz is competition. Linz is people’s garden.

Linz is determination. Linz is a profit zone. Linz is a force field.
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The so-called Big Picture and its different 

facettes were constantly kept in evidence 

both in the development of a new pictorial 

language for the city and in the creation of 

copy. Linz09 commissioned photographer 

Paul kranzler to create a number of uncon-

ventional pictorial motifs that would reflect 

the premises of the “Big Picture”. They de-

pict scenes of everyday life in the city that 

even an attentive observer might not notice 

easily. The skillful interlinkage of these new 

pictorial worlds with all the other elements 

of communication immediately resulted in a 

sharpening of the city’s profile, which became 

noticeable in turn in the sudden rise in inter-

est on the part of the international press and 

of travel journalists from mid-2008 onward. 

The Linz09 logo was the result of an open com-

petition, which created a good deal of interest 

and good will. it was held in spring 2006 and 

resulted in 540 entries submitted by agencies, 

graphic designers and lay people. The trans-

formation of Linz09 into the logo we have all 

become so familiar with in the meantime is the 

work of Thomas Maier. The subtle conspicu-

ity in conjunction with the playfulness with 

which the designer was treating full stop and 

comma won over the jury.

The versatility of the logo was such that it 

was used in a great number of variations and 

figurations in the most diverse contexts and 

narratives and that it lent itself to many dif-

ferent uses. Even after three years of inten-

sive deployment the brand communication of 

Linz09 is showing no trace of wear and tear.

The Linz09 logo’s gaining currency in a wide 

variety of playful mise-en-scènes marked the 

beginning of the communication process. it 

was displayed at all points of entry into Up-

per austria and the city on sign posts, ban-

ners and flags, next to the motorway, at the 

airport and in and around the main railway 

station in Linz. construction sites and land-

mark buildings such as the old Townhall in 

Hauptplatz, the Design centre and the Lentos 

kunstmuseum Linz were also used to display 

the logo. From spring 2008 three “branded” 

cityrunners, trams of the latest generation 

introduced by Linz Linien, and carriages 

of Linzer Lokalbahn helped strengthen the 

brand appearance of Linz09. Later in the year 

the logo also appeared on taxis, buses, lor-

ries and on such products as pop bottles and 

place mats. Everyday locations and objects 

of everyday use thus became carriers of the 

message that Linz is culture capital.

in Salzkammergut, which is extremely popu-

lar with tourists, and along the cycle path on 

the banks of the Danube Linz09 was equally 

in evidence. From 2007/2008 the logo was 

launched in most parts of austria, in paral-

lel with the realisation of the first Linz09 

projects such as ScHaURaUScH, TiEFEn-

RaUScH and Hubert von goisern’s eastward 

and westward LinZ EURoPa ToUR, all of 

which were very effective as marketing tools. 

When the first Programme Book appeared 

in october 2007, it displayed the photo of 

a navel on the cover, a logo that left no-

body indifferent. With more than a pinch 

of self-irony the navel lent itself to several 

metaphorical interpretations: Linz as “the 

navel of the world”; a note of caution for the 

programme not to fall into the trap of navel 

gazing; or culture capital Year as a process 

of the cutting of the cord… The humorous 

picture puzzle stoked the fires of Linz09’s 

communication campaign and retained at 

the same time an air of insolubility. 

The second Programme Book in May 2008, in 

which Linz09 was already able to introduce 

more than 90 % of all projects in detail and 

to illustrate the change that Linz was under-

going in words and pictures, featured for the 

first time the egg yolk in a prominent place 

as a metaphor of the culture capital. at the 

same time the city and Linz09 came up with 

Linz’s new slogan, “Linz. verändert,” (Say 

Linz. Say change), which will be retained as 

part of Linz’s visiting card after 2009. 

That phase was shaped in particular by a 

two-minute image film and the airing of a 

25-second TV spot. Press relations were domi-

nated by press conferences abroad and by the 

organisation of press trips. The exhibition 

“THE FUEHRER’S caPiTaL oF cULTURE” 

introduced one of the core themes of Linz09, 

Linz’s contemporary history, in a powerful 

manner; it caused a big stir and attracted a 

great deal of attention for the overall project. 

Major events in Linz’s cultural calendar, 

such as cRoSSing EURoPE FiLM FESTi-

VaL 2009, which were also set to be part 

and parcel of the programme of Linz09, were 

already being “branded” carefully and unob-

trusively in 2007 and 2008. cultural land-

mark events such as the architecture Bien-

nale Venice, art Basel and steirischer herbst 

provided a great number of opportunities for 

targeted Linz09 PR activities.

 

The shortest and most intensive phase of the 

communication process was the so-called 

“Big Bang”. as the turn of the year 2008/2009 

approached, all stops were pulled out to 

cele brate the opening of culture capital Year 

on December 31, 2008. in and around Linz 

and Vienna a poster campaign was started 

and high numbers of ads were placed both 

in austria and abroad in dailies, weeklies 

and specialist magazines. Special pages and 

supplements were realised by several print 

 media such as Falter, Die Presse, Der Standard, 

oberösterreich blicke and Lebendiges Linz. 

after the successful launch of culture capi-

tal Year Linz09’s communication strategy 

switched to programme related PR activities. 

a place of honour in this respect belongs to 

the “neuner”, Linz09’s own programme free-

bie, which was notable for its pithy journal-

ism and its stylish graphics. Published every 

fortnight, it guided its readers through the 

jungle of the culture capital programme.

The intensity of communication activities 

resulted both in the growth of Linz’s recog-

nition factor and in its increasing popular-

ity. a poll conducted by Spectra Marktforsc-

hungsinstitut in august 2009 documented 

an improvement in the image of the city of 

Linz in the relatively short time since the 

beginning of culture capital Year. Further 

evaluation also reveals that Linz’s position-

ing as a modern, dynamic city of industry and 

technology with an attractive cultural pro-

gramme has become stable in the meantime. 

Linz achieved a high degree of recognition as 

European capital of culture 2009. in august 

2009 97 % of Linzers, 90 % of Upper austri-

ans and 60 % of austrians were aware of the 

fact that Linz was currently one of Europe’s 

culture capitals and considered themselves as 

“very well” or as “well” informed on that topic. 

The high levels of recognition and informed-

ness are due to committed and effective pub-

lic relations and marketing on one hand and 

to Linz09’s continuous media presence both 

in austria and abroad, which was practically 

impossible to ignore. Linz09’s decision to 

launch projects already in the runup to the 

programme proper captured people’s – and 

journalists’ – imagination. 25,000 articles 

or other pieces of reportage were devoted to 

Linz09 and proved highly satisfactory not 

only on account of their sheer number but 

also in terms of what they had to say. 

in the perception of the international com-

munity it was the process of change that Linz 

underwent as a city that caught people’s atten-

tion. This process was initiated in the late 70s 

and has been followed through with unflag-

ging commitment; it culminated in culture 

capital Year 2009. With regard to that year 

the credibility was repeatedly commented on 

with which Linz09 presented the city and in 

particular its industrial roots, its closeness 

to nature and its specific cultural traditions 

and penchant to experiment. The media had 

also a great deal of praise for the unaffected, 

forthright way with which both the city of 

Linz and Linz09 tackled the city’s nazi past. 

and, last but not least, it is particularly grati-

fying that an analysis of the media coverage 

of Linz09 reveals a great deal of praise for the 

hospitable ways of the Linzers, which extend 

far beyond cultural programmes and the hotel 

and catering industries. 

© Kurt Groh
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Linz09 was equally successful on the local, 

the national and the international levels. in 

the European commission in Brussels and 

in Ecoc (a network within which former, 

present and future culture capitals ex-

change news and views on a regular infor-

mal basis) Linz09 is seen as a role model for 

a successful culture capital. This was made 

possible by the inspirational role played by 

the artistic directorate, the stable political 

conditions and the excellent preconditions 

in Linz, which were consistently put to good 

use. More than 120 delegations from abroad 

that paid the culture capital a visit during 

that year and the great interest shown by 

future culture capitals and by candidate 

cities document Linz09’s position as a role 

model and its success. 

9. 
DRoPPing BY: 
froM Linz09’S 
GuESt BooK 
anD prESS 
rEViEW 

Main Post, December 13, 2008

Augsburger Allgemeine, August 25, 2009

Tagesspiegel, January 13, 2009

Geo Saison, January 2009

Die Zeit, June 25, 2009

Die Zeit, December 31, 2008
© Paul Kranzler
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TGV Magazine, Februar 2009

Croatian-Austrian Society Osijek
it was an excellent trip – with all those exciting 
exhibitions, interesting evenings and the won-
derful people we met. 

Arhus Europaeisk Kulturhovedstad 2017
So a big thank you to you and your lovely staff for 
two effective, inspiring and friendly days which 
have left a lasting impression of a vibrant year 
in an interesting city.

Trevor Davies

Mülheim an der Ruhr
Thanks to the great visitor programme we will 
cherish the memories of our stay in Linz for a long 
time to come: the impressive activities and instal-
lations that formed part of the culture capital, 
meeting all those interesting people and, last but 
not least, the wonderful food have made this trip 
memorable for all members of our delegation. 

Holger Bergmann, Kulturhauptstadt-
Beauftragter of Mülheim an der Ruhr

Maribor
The visit to Linz was a success, we saw a city, we 
heard many different opinions, participants, and 
that was also an opportunity for us to discuss 
our ideas about it.

Breda Kolar Sluga, UGM, Director

Dortmund
Linz as a city and its cultural infrastructure have 
left a deep impression on all of us. While spaces 
that make interesting experiences possible are 
usually not immediately accessible at the first 
encounter, they leave an impression that is all 
the more powerful in retrospect. This sums up 
our thoroughly positive impression of Linz. 

Kurt Eichler, Head of Kulturbüro, Dortmund

Košice
on behalf of the Lord Mayor of košice we would 
like to thank you for the perfect organisation of 
our visit to Linz. it was a great source of inspira-
tion for us. 

Office of the Mayor

Kulturnetz Kassel
“instant anton” had us completely spellbound: 
“circus” had not really prepared us for such a 
convincing “re-composition”; the standard of 
musicianship was quite extraordinary. We would 
like to thank you most cordially for the hearty 
welcome you gave to the kassel kulturnetz trav-
ellers in Linz. We were given ample opportunity 
to sample the programme of the culture capital 
and were duly impressed: there was light-hearted 
stuff, such as “Höhenrausch” on our very first 
evening; things that might be equally relevant 
to kassel, as “nur durchgereist” and “Stadt im 
glück”, a phrase that kassel (a city that is given to 
self-doubt, as you know) perhaps ought to adopt 
with regard to itself. “Haus der geschichten” 
tempted us to try our hand at story-telling, and 
something similar happened at the exhibition 
“Dornach gibt sein letztes Hemd”, where, in view 
of the textiles on display, we told each other sto-
ries about that “shirt off our back”. “Bellevue“ 
appeared absolutely convincing in our eyes; it 
is beyond doubt one of the Linz09 projects that 
will leave a lasting impression. and then the 
experience of “Das unsichtbare Lager” in gusen. 
it was a hot afternoon and outside the detached 
houses we met the locals. With our headphones 
we were easily recognizable as visitors of the 
“exhibition”. Some of the locals bade us good 
afternoon, others turned away and a couple of 
teenagers passed us on their mopeds, revving 
up their engines. We had a long discussion on 
the nature of this “idyll”. That too will leave a 
lasting impression of Linz09.

Henrike Taupitz

Luxembourg
on behalf of the Luxembourg Youth Theatre na-
masté and its teachers and the people accompa-
nying us i would like to thank you most cordially 
for the gratifying and instructive programme that 
Linz09 offered us: i am convinced that the per-
formances we saw, the visit to ars Electronica, 
the Höhenrausch experience, LinzFest and the 
Segway tour of the city were an excellent way for 
us to sample the cultural scene in Linz. i think 
quite a few of us discovered Linz for themselves 
for the first time and i feel sure they will be back 
before long! 

Guy Dockendorf

Delegation of the Committee on Culture and 
Education of the European Parliament
We were all very much impressed by the range 
and original character of the activities that form 
part of the Linz09 festival, the infrastructural 
works undertaken, and the creativity and energy 
put into the different projects. Most of all, it was 
a pleasure to meet a very competent and com-
mitted Linz09 team which has contributed so 
much to the success of the launch of Linz’s year 
as a European capital of culture.

Katerina Batzeli, Committee on Cul-
ture and Education, Chairwoman

United Arab Emirates
Government of Sharjah, Dept. of Culture & 
Education
it was a pleasure to see the professional prepa-
ration and celebration you are doing in Linz in 
order to show to the world the richness of its 
cultural history.

Abdullah Al Owais, Director General 

Utrecht
For us, exploring European cultural capitals 
this way, has proved to be useful: by bringing 
together cultural institutions and politicians of 
the Utrecht city and region, we have seen the 
emergence of a shared enthusiasm about the idea 
that Utrecht might carry this title in 2018.

Peter de Haan, Intendant Vrede van Utrecht

Tel Aviv
as we slowly adjust to the very warm weather 
here in Tel aviv, i remember the very warm re-
ception you and your team provided us in Linz. 
While i was impressed by the program when on 
paper, i found it even more exciting when expe-
riencing it in person, and i congratulate you on 
a wonderful job!

Hila Oren, Director General Tel Aviv – 
Yafo Centennial Year Administration

Ludwigsburg
Linz09 has enabled us to experience a vibrant, 
good-humoured, thoughtful, original and hospi-
table city, which made us become wide awake 
and enriched our understanding. What we found 
particularly impressive was the wealth of ideas 
in terms of the programme, the clarity and con-
sistency of the concept and the level-headed 
professionalism with which it is being realised.

Thomas Knubben, Institut für 
 Kulturmanagement, Ludwigsburg

Kronen Zeitung, December 2, 2009

Der Standard, December 2, 2009

OÖN, December 29, 2009

Der Standard, December 2, 2009

Wiesbadener Kurier, December 27, 2008

Stuttgarter Zeitung, May 29, 2009

Falter, June 17, 2009

Welt am Sonntag, November 16, 2008

Frankfurter Neue Presse, May 8, 2009

Die Presse, July 11, 2009

The Profilers, Juni 2009

taz.de, January 20, 2009

Avanti, January 8, 2009 Kronen Zeitung, December 18, 2009
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10. 
o ninE: 
a YEar in 
fiGurES 

Programme  

220 projects resulted in approximately 

7,700
events that involved 5,000 artists and other 

people involved in culture from 66 countries.

Audiences

The events put on by Linz09 between January and December 2009 attracted roughly   

2,900,000
visitors; events organised to set the scene for Linz09 in the three years 2006 – 2008  

drew another 600,000 visitors. 7,000 Linz09 insider cards were sold. among the projects and 

events that were most in demand were HÖHEnRaUScH at ok offenes  

kulturhaus oberösterreich (272,860 visitors), the ars Electronica center project 80+1.  

a gLoBaL JoURnEY (170,000), the oPEning cEREMonY of Linz09 (130,000 visitors),  

the exhibition THE EURoPEan gREEn BELT at the Schlossmuseum (90,671 visitors) and 

the Toulouse-Lautrec exhibition an inTiMaTE gaZE at the Landesgalerie (63,805 visitors).

© Claudia Nickl

© Volker Weihbold/OÖN
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Tourism

More than 2 million day guests paid Linz a visit during culture capi-

tal Year. contrary to the general trend Linz notched up an increase of   

9.5%
win overnight stays in the midst of the global economic crisis that caused a  

sharp drop in overnight stays in traditional tourist des-

tinations such as Salzburg and Vienna. 

The numbers of visitors to Linz from the czech Republic and from Switzerland rose 

by 28 %, those of austrian city tourists by 22 %. Together with growth rates of +16 % 

in the german market and of +5 % in the italian market these figures more than 

compensated for the crisis related slump in traditional business trips. Linz’s excel-

lent result enabled an overall growth in overnight stays in Upper austria of 0.2 %.

The Linz09 infocenter in Hauptplatz dealt with more than 

160,000 enquiries by telephone or in person.

Budget

Linz 2009 kulturhauptstadt Europas organisationsgmbH had a budget of   

68,676,000
 euros for the period of 2005 to 2010. The city of Linz, the Province of Upper austria and the Federal Ministry of Education, arts 

and culture contributed 20 million euros each towards this budget, from the European Union came 1.5 million. Sponsoring 

agreements with five partners in the Top club category, who contributed 1.5 million euro each, and with 13 partners in the 

Premium club category, 4 club partners and 39 partners in Linz09 Member category added another 10.5 million euro, of which 

6.5 millionen were in-kind contributions. Earnings from ticketing and merchandising amounted to 1.8 million euro.

Media Presence and Public Status

in culture capital Year alone Linz09 was mentioned in 2,600 national and in-

ternational media (print media, TV, radio and online) in more than 

25,000
articles or pieces of reportage.  

in august 2009 97 % of Linzers, 90 % of Upper austrians and 60 % 

of austrians declared themselves informed about Linz09.

Investments

The city of Linz and the Province of Up-

per austria invested roughly  

 338,
 000,
000

euros in construction and cul-

tural infrastructure projects. 

Prizes and Awards

To date Linz09 has been awarded  

 21
prizes, including several internationally 

renowned ones, for outstanding projects 

and architectural achievements and for 

its communication and marketing feats, 

which it realised in collaboration with 

its two communication and marketing 

agencies Buchegger, Denoth, Feichtner 

and Haslinger, keck. These included the 

Design award of the Federal Republic of 

germany, the European Design award, 

which Linz09 won twice, and the aus-

trian State Prize for adult Education. 
© Paul Kranzler

© Alex Davies
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Below you will find selected books, cDs and 

DVDs that were made either to spread the good 

news of Linz09 or to accompany and document 

individual projects. They can be purchased 

from any bookshop or from the institution 

that was responsible for their publication in 

the first place. 

80+1 / ars Electronica Linz gmbH, 

2009. german and English.

An einem Dienstag Abend. 30 Jahre 
Linzer Klangwolke / Wolfgang 

Winkler, Wolfgang Lehner / Bruck-

nerhaus-Edition LiVa 029, 2009.

Ars Electronica 1979 – 2004. 25 Jahre 

netzwerk für kunst, Technologie und 

gesellschaft: The network for art, 

Technology and Society – The First 25 

Years / Hannes Leopoldseder, christine 

Schöpf, gerfried Stocker / Hatje cantz 

Verlag, 2005 / german and English.

Ars Electronica 2009: Human Na-
ture / gerfried Stocker / Hatje cantz 

Verlag, 2009 / german and English.

Audiovisuology Compendium. An 
Interdisciplinary Survey of Au-
diovisual Culture. / Dieter Daniels, 

 Sandra nauman (eds.) / Verlag der 

Buchhandlung Walther könig, 2010.

Best of Austria. An Art Collection / 
Martin Heller, Rainer Metzger, Stella 

 Rollig, Franz Schuh / Verlag Bibliothek 

der Provinz, 2009 / german and English.

Bibliothek der Erinnerungen. Jüdische 

Familiengeschichten, Filme und Fotos 

aus den centropa-interviews in fünfzehn 

europäischen Ländern / centropa, 2009.

Bilder des Nationalsozialismus 
in Linz / Fritz Mayrhofer, Walter 

 Schuster / archiv der Stadt Linz, 2007.

The Programme / Linz 2009 Euro-

pean capital of culture / Springer 

 Verlag, 2008 / german and English.

The European Green Belt / Thomas 

Wrbka, katharina Zmelik, Franz Michael 

grünweis (eds.) / Verlag Bibliothek der 

Provinz, 2009 / german and English.

Der kranke Hase / kunstraum 

goethestrasse, pro mente oÖ, Linz 

2009 kulturhauptstadt Europas, 2009.

Designjungle /  Designforum 

Linz (ed.), 2009.

Die Bilder / Linz 2009 kultur-

hauptstadt Europas, 2009.

Die Tabakfabrik Linz 1850 
bis 2009 / Sabine Fellner, georg 

Thiel / Sutton Verlag, 2009.

Die verborgene Stadt. Ein Film von Luk 

Perceval / DVD / navigator Film, Linz 

2009 kulturhauptstadt Europas, 2009.

Donau, Stahl und Wolken-
klang. Linzer Augenblicke / René 

Freund / Picus Verlag, 2008.

Es muss was geben / andreas kump / 

Verlag Bibliothek der Provinz, 2008.

European Eyes on Japan / 
EU-Japan Fest Japan commitee, 2009.

Falter CityWalks: Linz / irene Hanappi / 

Falter Verlagsgesellschaft m.b.H., 2009.

Festival der Regionen: Normalzu-
stand / Festival der Regionen (eds.), 2009.

History Book / niko Wahl (ed.) / 

Linz 2009 kulturhauptstadt Euro-

pas, 2009 / german and English.

Goisern Goes East. Linz Europa 
Tour 2007 – 2009 / DVD / Markus 

Wogrolly, Robert Lakatos, Harald 

aue / geyrhalter Film, oRF, Linz 2009 

kulturhauptstadt Europas, 2008.

Höhenrausch / Paolo Bianchi, ok offenes 

kulturhaus oÖ (ed.) / Folio Verlag, 2009.

Hörstadtführer / Peter  androsch, 

Florian Sedmak / christian 

Brandstätter Verlag, 2009.

In Situ / Dagmar Höss, Monika 

 Sommer, Heidemarie Uhl /  Verlag 

Bibliothek der Provinz, 2009.

Kleine Linzer Stadtgeschichte / 
Willibald katzinger / Pustet, 2008.

Kultur- und Freizeiträume in 
Linz im 20. Jahrhundert / Birgit 

 kirchmayr / Trauner Verlag, 2008.

„Kulturhauptstadt des Führers”. Kunst 
und Nationalsozialismus in Linz und 
Oberösterreich / Birgit kirchmayr (ed.) / 

Verlag Bibliothek der Provinz, 2008.

Linz Atlas. Zur Lebensqualität hier und 
Anderswo / Peter arlt, Dimitri Broquard, 

Jonas Voegeli (eds.) / Springer Verlag, 2008.

Linz Blick. Stadtbilder in der Kunst 
1909 – 2009 / andrea Bina /  Verlag 

Bibliothek der Provinz, 2009.

Linz Book / Linz 2009 kulturhauptstadt 

Europas, 2007 / german and English.

Linz für Kinder / karin Mayer, 

 christine Roiter / Freya Verlag, 2008.

Linz: Panorama der Kulturhaupt-
stadt / Bernhard Barta ,  Manfred 

Horvath /  Brandstätter  Verlag, 

2009 / german and English.

Linz: Rundgänge durch die Geschichte / 
gundi grabner / Sutton Verlag, 2009.

Linz,Spektrum. Streifzüge  durch 
die Kulturhauptstadt Europas 
2009 / Tourismusverband Linz, 2009.

Linz: Stadtführer / Thomas W. Duschl-

bauer / kompass-karten, 2009.

Linz Texas. A City Realtes /  angelika 

Fitz, Martin Heller eds.) / Springer 

 Verlag, 2008 / german and English.

Linz zwischen Revolution und 
Weltkrieg. 1848 – 1918 / Fritz Mayrhofer, 

Walter Schuster (eds.) / Landesverlag, 2005.

Linz von der Industrie- zur Infor-
mationsgesellschaft. 1984 – heute / 
Fritz Mayrhofer, Walter Schuster 

(eds.) / Trauner Verlag, 2008.

Linz zwischen Demokratie und 
 Diktatur. 1918 – 1945 / Fritz Mayrhofer, 

Walter Schuster (eds.) / Trauner Verlag, 2006.

Linz zwischen Wiederaufbau und 
Neuorientierung. 1945 – 1984 / 
Fritz Mayrhofer, Walter  Schuster 

(eds.) / Trauner Verlag, 2007.

Linz, Kulturführer für Kinder / 
MaYa / Eigenverlag, 2009.

Linz, Stadtführer für Kinder / 
MaYa / Eigenverlag, 2008.

Linz.Randgeschichten / alfred Pittert-

schatscher / Picus Verlag, 2009.

Merian Linz / Manfred Bissinger 

(ed.) / Jahreszeitenverlag, 2009.

Nationalsozialismus Auseinanderset-
zung in Linz / archiv der Stadt Linz, 2005.

Nationalsozialismus in Linz / 
Fritz Mayrhofer, Walter  Schuster / 

archiv der Stadt Linz, 2001.

Nur durchgereist / Evelyne Polt-Heinzl / 

Literatur im StifterHaus, Bd. 22, 2009.

Parade Documentary / DVD /  Dariusz 

kowalski, Peter kuthan / Linz 2009 

kulturhauptstadt Europas, 2009.

Politische Skulptur / Martin  

Hochleitner, inga kleinknecht /   

Verlag Bibliothek der Provinz, 2008.

Programme Book 1/3 / Linz 

2009 kulturhauptstadt Europas, 

2007 / german and English.

Programme Book 2/3 / Linz 

2009 kulturhauptstadt Europas, 

2008 / german and English.

Purimspil. Das Spiel vom Über-
leben / cD / Linz 2009 kultur-

hauptstadt Europas, 2009.

Romanus Weichlein. Encaenia Musices, 
1695 / cD / ars antiqua austria, 2009.

Schaurausch / ok offenes 

 kulturhaus oÖ / Folio Verlag, 2007.

Schulbuch / Linz 2009 kultur-

hauptstadt Europas, 2008.

See this sound / cosima Rainer, 

Stella Rollig, Dieter Daniels, Manuela 

ammer (eds.) / Verlag der Buch-

handlung Walther könig, 2009.

solarCity Linz-Pichling /  Martin 

Treberspurg / Springer Verlag, 

2007 / german and English.

stadt.bilder.LINZ / karin 

Frohner / Trauner Verlag, 2009.

Tiefenrausch. Ein Lesebuch 
zur Unterwelt / Thomas  Macho 

(ed.) / Folio Verlag, 2008.

Tiefenrausch. Strom des 
 Vergessens / ok offenes kultur-

haus oÖ / Folio Verlag, 2008.

Tiefenrausch. Museum der 
 Unterwelten / ok offenes kultur-

haus oÖ / Folio Verlag, 2008.

Toulouse Lautrec: Der intime Blick / 
Peter assmann, alain Tapié, Danièle 

Devynck, Johannes Ramharter, anne Röver-

kann (eds.) / Hatje cantz Verlag, 2009.

Turmeremit / Hubert nitsch (ed.) / 

kunstreferat der Diözese Linz, 2009.

Um Linz Rum / oskar Terš / Books 

on Demand gmbH, 2009.

Universum Linz. Mit den Augen der 
Tiere / DVD / Erich Pröll / oRF, 2009.

Weg von Linz: Populärkultur in der 
Stahlstadt von den 50ern bis zur 
Gegenwart / Walter kohl, andreas 

 Weber, klaus krobath / Steinmassl, 2009.

Wiener Philharmoniker – Neujahr-
skonzert 2009 / DVD / Universal, 2009. 

Wir Sprachguide / Linz 2009 

kultur hauptstadt Europas, 2007.

Wir sind Linz. Über Leute und 
ihre Läden / Ernestine Stadler, Frank 

Taubenheim / Residenz Verlag, 2009.

Zauberkünste / Brigitte  Felderer 

(ed.) / Folio Verlag, 2009.
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Administration of Cultural Affairs

Direktion für kultur, Bil-
dung, Sport / Linz kultur
www.linz.at/kultur

Landeskulturdirektion oÖ
www.land-oberoesterreich.gv.at

Museums 

ars Electronica center 
www.aec.at 

atelierhaus Salzamt 
www.salzamt-linz.at 

Biologiezentrum
www.biologiezentrum.at 

Landesgalerie Linz
www.landesgalerie.at 

Lentos kunstmuseum Linz 
www.lentos.at 

Linzer Museum für die geschichte der 
Zahnheilkunde in oberösterreich 
www.zahnmuseum-linz.at 

Linzgenesis 
www.nordico.at 

Museum arbeitswelt Steyr 
www.museum-steyr.at 

nordico – Museum der Stadt Linz 
www.nordico.at 

ok offenes kulturhaus oberösterreich 
www.ok-centrum.at 

oÖ. Landesmuseen 
www.landesmuseum.at 

Schlossmuseum 
www.schlossmuseum.at 

voestalpine Stahlwelt
www.voestalpine-stahlwelt.at 

Theatres 

Landestheater Linz 
www.landestheater-linz.at 

Linzer kellertheater 
www.linzerkellertheater.at 

Theater Phönix 
www.theater-phoenix.at 

Music 

akustikon – Welt des Hörens 
www.akustikon.at

Bruckner orchester Linz 
www.bruckner-orchester.at 

Brucknerhaus 
www.brucknerhaus.at 

Musikschule der Stadt Linz 
www.linz.at/musikschule 

Musiktheater Linz 
www.musiktheater-linz.at 

oÖ. Landesmusikschulwerk  
www.landesmusikschulen.at 

Posthof 
www.posthof.at 

Universities 

anton Bruckner Privatuniversität 
www.bruckneruni.at 

Johannes kepler Universität Linz
www.jku.at 

katholisch-Theologische Privatuniversität 
www.ktu-linz.ac.at 

kunstuniversität Linz
www.ufg.ac.at 

Knowledge, Libraries, Archives

ak kultur 
www.arbeiterkammer.com/bildung-kultur 

anton-Bruckner-insitut Linz 
www.abil.at 

archiv der Stadt Linz 
www.linz.at/archiv 

kepler Salon 
www.kepler-salon.at 

oÖ. Landesarchiv 
www.landesarchiv-ooe.at 

oÖ. Landesbibliothek 
www.landesbibliothek.at 

StifterHaus – Zentrum für Lit-
eratur und Sprache 
www.stifter-haus.at 

Wissensturm 
www.wissensturm.at 

Festivals in Linz and Upper Austria 

ars Electronica Festival 
www.aec.at/festival 

attergauer kultursommer 
www.attergauer-kultursommer.at 

attersee klassik Festival 
www.atterseeklassik.at 

internationales Brucknerfest
www.brucknerfest.at 

crossing Europe Filmfestival Linz 
www.crossingeurope.at 

donauFestwochen
www.donau-festwochen.at 

Festival4020.mehr als Musik 
www.festival4020.at 

Festival Der neue Heimatfilm 
www.local-buehne.at/festival 

Festival der Regionen 
www.fdr.at 

Festival for children’s Rights – kidsparade 
www.kidsparade.at 

Salzkammergut Festwochen gmunden
www.festwochen-gmunden.at 

Freistädter Sunnseitn 
www.sunnseitn.org 

kaleidophon Ulrichsberg 
www.jazzatelier.at 

Lehár Festival Bad ischl 
www.leharfestival.at 

Linzer klangwolken 
www.klangwolke.at 

LinzFest 
www.linzfest.at 

Musiktage Mondsee
www.musiktage-mondsee.at 

music unlimited festival
www.musicunlimited.at 

Musica Sacra 
www.musicasacra.at 

Musiksommer kremstal-Pyhrn
www.musiksommer.at 

oÖ. kultur Vermerke gmunden 
www.kulturvermerke.at 

oÖ. Landesausstellung 
www.landesausstellung.at 

oÖ. Stiftskonzerte 
www.stiftskonzerte.at 

opern-, operetten-, Musi-
calfestspiele Bad Hall 
www.badhall.com 

Pflasterspektakel 
www.pflasterspektakel.at 

Schäxpir – internation-
ales Theaterfestival oÖ 
www.schaexpir.at 

sicht:wechsel - internationales in-
tegratives kulturfestival
www.sicht-wechsel.at

Sommerspiele grein 
www.kulturvereingrein.at 

TheaterSPEcTacEL
www.theaterspectacel.at 

Exhibition Venues and Cultural Centres 

afo architekturforum oberösterreich 
www.afo.at 

Botanischer garten 
www.linz.at/umwelt/4175.asp 

Design center Linz 
www.design-center.at 

kulturzentrum Hof 
www.kulturzentrum-hof.at 

 MaERZ 
www.maerz.at 

Landeskulturzentrum Ursulinenhof 
www.ursulinenhof.at 

Medien kultur Haus Wels 
www.medienkulturhaus.at 

The Alternative Scene

Die Fabrikanten 
www.fabrikanten.at 

freundinnen der kunst 
www.freundinnenderkunst.at 

Friedenswerkstatt Linz 
www.friwe.at 

iFEk – institut für erweiterte kunst 
www.ifek.at 

kaPU 
www.kapu.or.at

kunstRaum goethestrasse 
www.kunstraum.at 

kUPF – kulturplattform oberösterreich 
www.kupf.at 

Linzer Frühling 
www.linzer-fruehling.at 

MaiZ 
www.maiz.at 

MEDEa 
www.medea.or.at 

opera da camera 
www.operadacamera.at 

qujochÖ – experimentelle 
kunst- und kulturarbeit 
www.qujochoe.org

Radio FRo 
www.fro.at 

servus.at 
www.servus.at 

Social impact 
www.social-impact.at 

Stadtkeller 
www.myspace.com/stadtkeller 

Stadtwerkstatt – Unabhän-
gige kulturvereinigung 
www.stadtwerkstatt.at 

theaternyx 
www.theaternyx.at 

Time’s Up 
www.timesup.org 

Verein FiFTiTU% 
www.fiftitu.at

Verein ketani 
www.sinti-roma.at 

Children’s Culture

kinderkulturzentrum kuddelmuddel 
www.kuddelmuddel.at 

Linzer Puppentheater 
www.puppentheater.at 

Theater des kindes 
www.theater-des-kindes.at 

u:/hof 
www.uhof.at 

Arthouse Cinemas

cinematograph 
www.cafecinematograph.at 

Moviemento und city kino 
www.moviemento.at 

What to do in Linz and Upper Austria

www.ausflugstipps.at

THiS iS WHERE 
iT’S aT : 
in Linz 
anD uppEr 
auStria
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General queries, 

bookings, info an 

special offers:

tourist information linz

Hauptplatz, 4020 linz

tel +43 732 7070 2009

fax +43 732 7070 54 2009 

e-mail tourist.info@linz.at

www.linz.at/tourismus
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